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Inactivity, ant icipatio n m a rk first w eek

Legislature
gets underway
Legislators, Will Rogers said, "arc like animals in a
zo.9. You can't do anything about 'em. All you can

do is just stand and watch 'em."

Arthur A. Link delivers
his third State of the State Message

The appearance
of Legislative power
is never so great

as during
the opening days
of the biennial s essions.

North Dakota's Forty Fifth Legislative Assembly began Tuesday (January 4). The capitol press corps did
a lot of standing and watching during the week, but
except for the pompous circumstances of opening
day, there hasn't been much to sec. The Lcgislaturc1 s
first week was a time of appc:u:ancc, inactivity and
anticipation.
The appearance of legislative power is never so great
as during the opening days of the Assembly's biennial
sessions. During this time, legislators dcmoni»tratc the
supremacy of their branch over the others, supposedly
co-equal branches, the executive and the judicial

While the governor praised the Nonh Dakota 100 survey
as a reflection of the people's concerns, he scolded the
electorate for approving a cut in the sales tax from four
to three per cent (and to two per cent on farm machinery). Almost I S0,000 North Dakotans voted for that •
measure in the November elections. "The passage of the
initiated measure to reduce the sales tax ... has created
a very difficult environment for considering new programs and new physical structurcs,"thc governor said.
He eliminated a kindergarten program and a system of
revenue sharing between the state and the political su~
divisions because 11 1£ state government is to share statecollected funds with local government sn order to avoid increased property taxes at the locai lcvcl, then we
must be willing to accept the future logical consequences
of increasing state taxes should state funds become inadequate to continue a state revenue sharing program.
To assume anything less than this would be a.n unwillingness to fa.cc reality and would t,(: unfair and dishonest to ourselves and the citizens of North Dakota.."

During these days, the heads of departments and the
judges of the courts come to the chambers to pay horn·
age. The elected state officials, from insurance com·
missionor to the governor, come to the chestnut panelThese words the governor gave the strongest emphasis
ed House chamber to swea.r their oaths before these
of his speech. He did not emphasize his support for
representatives of the people. Herc, the governor decollective bargaining for public employees, though he
livered his state of the state message, in which he
mentioned it, nor his administrations's attitude toward
solicited the Legislature's cooperation in accomplishagriculture.
ing the goals he's set for himself and for the state. The
chief justice of the Supreme Court came here to describe
the workings110f the state's judiciary. From the House
"I affirm the value and necessity of the family fa.rm,''
speaker's walnut rostrum, he begged the Legislature to
he said. He praised the Bank of North Dakota for its
appropriate money for a Supreme Court building.
involvement in farm loans, the trade mission which he
led to Egypt in March, 1976, and the Governor's InterThe judiciary, the chief justice declared, is the forgotten
national Trade Conference held in Fargo last year.
branch of government. "At the present time, the west
wing of the Capitol is recognized as the home of the legLink endorsed a third of value severance tax and urged
islative branch, the tower or east wing is recognized as the the legislature to revise the formula for distribution of
home of the executive branch, but one has to search for
severance tax monies .,in order that local governments
the home of the judiciary branch."
receive a larger share of these tax dollars during the
period of plant construction ..."
Link's speech, ldelivered in his flat, prairie voice, took
half an hour, 30 minutes less than the chief justice's.
The newspapers said that Link urged "caution", a word
which has become trite when attached to the governor.
• It is common place to speak of ·" Cautious An Link"as
it is common place to speak of "Honest Abe Lincoln"
or "Tricky Dick Nixon"'
The governor asked legislators to "commence now to lay
the foundation for the quality of life for the citizens of
our state's second hundred years." He quoted extensively from the North Dakota 100 survey to demon·
strate that North Dakotans agree with his proposals.
"The results of the study," he said, "provide valuable
insight into the broad general directions Nonh Dakotans
would like to sec their decisions makers take them... "
More than 5,000 North Dakotans responded to the
qucstionaire, distributed by the State Planning Department and the Legislative Council.

Link wants the estate tax cxemp!ion raised to $200,000,
a circuit breaker plan enacted to offer property tax relief for low and moderate income persons, and adjustments in the income tax rates to make them "broader
and "more progressive over a larger span of income..."
Link described his policy toward nature resource development as ucautious and orderly" and said North Dakotans
demonstatedd support of this through the electoral process and the more specific, scientific evaluation through
North Dakota 100."
The survey, he said, indicued that "the responsible
stewardship of our natural resources~ maintaining their
vitality, usefulness and aesthetics-is a continuing gift
we can provide North Dakota's second century."
next page, please

N~rth Dakota's Capitol lighted for the New Year

and bec~use North Dakotans are spending Jess money,
and despite a $180 million surplus m the state general
fund, North Dakota's government may be in financial
trouble. Spending at this year's levels, and reducnons expected in general f1:1nd collections, could bring the state
close to deficit spending by the end of the decade. North
Dakota hasn' t had a deficit budget since the austerity of
the Thirties, when the state budget was less than $50 .. •
million and general fund revenues sank nearly to nothing.

By the end of the session's first wet:k, some issues
had emerged. The Forty Fifth session wilJ consider
the state' s severance tax on coal. State Senator Shirley

Lee, a Republican from Turtle Lake (District 8) and •
close protege of former Senator Rol>ert Stroup, who
designed the current flat rate tax on coal, has introduced
a bill which would continue that tax. A task force appoint
ed by Governor Arthur A. Lmk has reco mmended a thu·
ty three and a third percent of value tax, but that bill

has not yet been drafted. Both bills would change the

•
photo by Frad Schumacher

continued from page one

lie asked for continued funding for the Natural Resource
Council, for general statues to "provide for minimal
planning guidelines and nomination, designation and
management of criticaf land arcas... "Major responsibility
for land use planning should be at the local level, he
said.
Finally, the governor told Legislators that he believes
the state "can diversity without risking our environment
or our quality of life." The message contained no more
specific recommendations on these or other subjects.

/

Still, Republicans called it a "btg government package"
and Democrats referred ro it a "respOns'ible messa'.ge.''

as

Link's inagural, and the swear·in of other state officials,
was conducted in a crowded House chamber. In the
Great Hall outside the chamber, the Devils Lake Concert
Band, which will represent North• Dakota at the inaugeral
of President-elect Jimmy Carter, palyed for more than
an hour. As Link crossed the hall from his office to the
House chambers, the band rendered "Hail to the Chief."
Inside the chambers ...and after the band was silent...
the Mandan High School Choir sang hymns.
The entire program took less than 90 minutes. During
this time, the legislators rose and sat as their sergeant
at arms introduced each new dignitary. Former Governor
William L Guy, seated in the balcony, was introduced,
but weary lawmakers gave him no ovation.

formula for distributing severance uxes to send more
money to local uni rs of governemnt.
Legislators will consider revenue ;haring plans, elccuon

reform issues, criminal justice reforms, reforms in the
The relationship between the branches of government
state's prosccutiorial system, issues affecting schoolsis changing in North Dakota, however.With the aid of
the most controver1al so far has been a suggestton that
federal funds, the executive and judicial branches have the 60 per cent majority required for passage of bond .
been able to design and support programs.This is an issue issues and mpl levies be reduced to a simple majoritywhich upsets some legislators, and some occassionally
rural water yststcms, collective bargaining--both of th~
threaten action to stop the flow of federal dollars into are left over from the Legislative Council, which con~
the state. But no action has ever been taken.
sidered and modified proposals forwarded by committees
on strict partisan voted-wildlife and land acquisition
What this means is that the executive and judicial
programs, tax revision, including proposals to ue the
branches of government come to the House chamber
revenue sharing plan to a business provilegc tax, reform
partly bec'iuse they need-approval of the people's own of the income taxrrate structures, a rise in the sales taxrepresentatives for their ideas, and panly because the
this would require approval of two thirds of the Legis·
traditions of democracy require them to do so. It
laturc and would probably prompt a referral or an
would not be right to say that the power is equally
initiated measure-and a myriad of housekeeping measures.
shared between the three branches of government.
some of which would make substantiaJ changes in the
This is so only in the theory of American democracy,
state's energy conversion plant siting laws, reclamation
laws, air pollution control laws.
not its practice in North Dakota.
But it it not correct to argue that the Legislature alone
is to hold power in our system of state government.
Strong executives in the state have discovered that the
Legislature can be circumvented, that programs can be
funded without legislative approval and presented to
the next session as accomplished facts. Thus the Legislature only appears to hold power-and the appearance
is never greater than during the opming ceremonies of
a Legislative Assembly.
Legislators did little to exercise their power during
the first week of the session. Few bills were passed,
and much of the critical legislation of the session remains unwritten. By Friday, however, the pace had
quickened. The year's first blizzard trapped lawmakers
in the capital city, and a realization that they'd be
staying around might have prompted more of them to
take the Legislature seriously.

But money appea.rs to be the issue of greates concern.
With pessimists insisting that the state's economy is on
the road to ruin, with wheat prices depressed and the
market glutted, with inflation continuing and tax revenues
falhng, both because of revisions in the taxation system
Art Link has Presented an executive budget which topped $1 billion for the first time in the state's history, but
he left our revenue sharing and public kindergarten, both
popular programs. Republican legislators suggest that
Link's budget is a "political document" which left out
other, more necessary programs in an effort to prompt
Republicans to approve them. Then, the Democrats
could accuse the Republicans of big spending-an cpitah

usually used for the Democat party.

Tuesday evening, about 3,000 people joined the governNo doubt much of what the Forty Fifth Legislative
or for 700 dozen cookies and 140 pounds of mixed nuts
Session docs will be significant, and will affect our lives.
and dancing to the Bon Bon Brass at the Bismarck Civic
But as the first week of the session closes, it is difficult
Among the first decisions lawmakers reached was to
Center. The attendance Was 2,000 less than the inaugeral
to avoid the impressjon that this will be a caretaker
allow the equal division of the House of Representaplanners had expected.
session; that the history was made last session; that the
tives to stand. The lingering question of who should
state is ready for the future. Now let the future come.
represent District 41 (Southeast Minot, Nedrose and
With the speechmaking and the dancing and the rising
Surrey) was settled by non action. Democrat Norma
and the sitting concluded, the Legislature went relucThe feeling may be only temporary, and it may be ex·
Kuhn's challenge of Republican Janet Wentz's seat
tantly about its business. Committee meetings Wed·
plainable.
was ignored. Wentz had defeated Kuhn by one vote
nesday morning put off final decisions on bills and it
in a contested recount. Earlier, Kuhn lost her a.peal
was Thursday afternoon before the Senate passed its
First, fully a third of these legislators arc freshmen who
to the North Dakota Supreme Court and the matter,
first legislation, a bill which would allow sale of mar·
are feeling their way through the legislative precess for
apparently, is resolved.
garine in quantities of less than a pound. These werethe first time. All this·..and the loss of many House m·
passed in an affort to protect the state's dairymen from
Still, the word uncertain best describes the Legislature's bumbents--.has reminded legislators that despite the
competition from an anicfical product.
power they can exert over other branches of government,
first week. Even the length of the session is in doubt.
Legislative leaders are committed to ending the session the people have a greater power, a power they exercise
At the appropriations committees, directors of state dewith their ballots. This is frustrating, and perhaps a little
within 60 days, or by March 29, but the people appartments paraded before legislators asking that their
confusing to politicans accustomed to power, because
proved a constitutional amendment permitting an 80
programs be funded. Here, the power of the Legislature
governments function more smoothly if they don't an·
day session, which would end April 26- unless law·
is most real, because only the legislature can approve
swer to the people.
makers chose to split the time into annual sessions.
new programs, and only the Legislature can fund them.
Friday, each House approved a rule change delaying
The judiciary branch's power is limited to nullification
The inactivity and apprehension which characterized this
the bill introduction deadline from January 25, the
of unconstitutional laws. and interpretation of constitufifteenth legislative day, to January 28, the eighteenth. first week of the Forty Fifth Legislative Assembly may
tional ones; the power of the executive branch if limitAssistant Republican Leader Russell Thane of Wahpeton lie deep inthe politicans consciousness. Legislators are
ed to suggesting programs and to approving or vetoing
(District 25) in presenting the rule change to the Senate remembering from whom their ~owcr comes.
legislation. In the case of a veto, the legislative branch
insisted it would not delay adjournment, however.
Mike Jacobs
gets a second chance.
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Lawmakers eye wildlife easements
The Nonh Dakota Senate is S(.t to consider a trio of
bills which would limit the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser·
vice's wetlands protection program in the state. At the
same time, the House of Representatives is examining
two bills which would have much the same effect,
though they arc not aimed specifically at wetlands
~ascmcnts.

.Difficult
land use
conflict
reaches
Legislature

The actions arc part of a long--standing fued between
the Fish and Wildlife Service, the North Dakota Game
and Fish Department and private wildlife and sportsmen's groups on one side, and the state's farm organizations and many individual landowners on the other.
The two sides represent two of North Dakota's major
products, wheat and ducks. North Dakota ranks second
among the states in production of each. Kansas produces more wheat; Alaska more dycks.

Both sides in the latest confrontation arc claiming
that the other attempts to violate private property
rights in order to protect its own interests.
The matter has emerged at this time because the Fish
and Wildlife Service-and to a far lesser extent the
North Dakota Game and Fish Department-has ac·
tivcly pursued control of wetland acres in the state. The
The agency uses each of the traditional property covenants to gain this control: e~ment, lease and purchase.
A vigorous land acquisition program in the past four
decades has brought the Fish and Wildlife Service effective control of nearly five million acres in North
Dakota, more than 10 per cent of the state's total land
area. According to research by a legislative committee, this is control extends to 4.6 million acres under
easement and 377,406 acres owned in fee by the agency.
The fee lands are almost equally divided between the
National Wildlife Refuge System and waterfowl production areas.
The State Game and Fish Depanment, often using
ftderal funds, has acquired control of an additional
128,000 acres of land. Of this, the department owns
63,000 acres in fee and holds leases on more than
64,000 acres. The remaining land is under restrictive
easement.
Wetlands acquisition programs of both the state and
federal wildlife agencies arc continui)!g.
The State Game and Fish Department has asked the
Legislature for almost $750,000 for land acquisiton
in the coming biennium. Almost half would be in federal funds; the remainder would come from the depart·
ment's trust fund generated by hunting and fishing
licenses. Game and Fish Commissioner Russell Stuart
told the House Appropriations Committee the money
would be used to buy prairie chicken habitat in Gand
Forks County, to complete a fishing area in Hettinger
County, to provide big game and upland bird habitat
in the Turtle Mountains and the Pembina Hills, and to
augment the wetlands program throughout the state.
In testimony before the Legislative Council's Interim
CommittCe on Agriculture, James Gritman, who served
as area manager for the Fish and Wildlife Service until
August, explained that the agency considers Nonh
Dakota's prairie wetlands arnon2 the "most desireable..
areas in the nation for preservation. The report of the
committee quotes the area manager as saying the Fish and
WilclJife Service, an agency of the Department of the
lnt-erior, proposes to acquire a minimum of 275,000
acres in fee title in North and South Dakota and Mon~
tan a. Easements will be. sought on an additional

~
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550,000 acres in the three states. That's a total of
825,000 acres.
The Bureau of Reclamation, another Interior Department entity, is seeking 146,000 acres of land to miti·
gate losses to the Garrison Diversion PrOject, now under
construction.
Agricultural interests object to these acquisition projects as unfair competition for land. This feeling is
heightened because many of the remaining wetlands
in the state arc in relatively small areas in the Devils
Lake Basin in North CenuaJ North Dakota and in
the Missouri Coteau area in the !northwest and central
counties. Not surprisingly, prime sponsors of the
legislation are from these parts of the state.

The bills themselves
The Senate bills were drafted by the interim Committee on Agriculture; those in the House were introduced
by Represenative Charles Mertens, a Democrat from
Devils Lake (District 15 ). The Senate bills arc aimed
specifically at the Game and Fish Department and the
Fish and Wildlife Service; those in the House an: broad·
er and would affect private firms taking casements on
land, as well.
Mcrten's bills prohibit perpetual and blanket easements.
House Bill 1080, for example, provides that "the grant
of an casement for any public or private purpose,
shall be null and void and unenforceable in any court
in this state, unless it shall explicitly describe the area
over which the easement right pertains." The second,
House Bill 1087, requires that casements be "described
with particularity" and adds, "the duration of the
casement, servitude or non-appurtenant restriction on
the use of real property shall be specifically set out, and
in no case shall the duration of any interest in real
property... exceed 99 years.''
The Fish and Wildlife Service sent an observer to
hearings on the House bills this week, but offered no
testimony. Representatives of utility companies a~
peared to ask that existing easements be exempted from
the law. This is a "grandfather" clause.
Hearings have been scheduled Thursday on the Senate
bills, which came to the Asscmbly with the recommendation
of the influential IS member Legislative Council.
The report to the full Legislature notes, "The Council
recommends three bills requiring submission of proposed
land, wetland and water acquisitions by the Department
of Interior or the State Game and Fish Dcparonent
board of county commissioners of the affected county
for approval or disapproval. The Bills require inspection
and public comment on proposed acquisition areas.
Environmental impact statements would be required,
and leases, easements or servitudes would automatically
terminate upon a change in ownership of the affected
land or upon the landowner's death. The landowner
would be allowed to restrict a lease, easement or servitude
to the wetlands, water or land areas sought, and would be
allowed to drain any expanded wetland or water area."
Failure to comply with the terms of the biJl would
nullify the state's consent to the two major pieces of federal wildlife legislation, both of which authorize the use
of federal funds to acquire wetlands in the state.

next page, pkne
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A farm group's
sentiment
Here is the North Dakota Farm Bureau Federation 's
policy on federal acquisition of wetland£ We clipped
it from tbe December, 1976 issue of North Dakota
Farm Bureau News.
Game and Fish

The Bureau of Sport Fisheries presently owns in excess
of 377,406 acres of Fee Title in North Dakota.
The Bureau of Sports Fisheries also controls 4.6 million
acres of land in North Dakota be leased for perpetuity.
These lands are taken out of production and family farms removed from the state.
This land grab by the Department of Interior is concentrated east of the Missouri River and west of the Red
River Valley.
Wildlife leases prohibit burning and draining which are
necessary toolS'beeded by agriculture for the production of

food.
Bureau of Sports Fisheries are continuing to pour
millions of dollars into our state. and has placed North
Dakota in the number one and two priority in the nation for
the future purchase of both fee titles and easement acres.
North Dakota has 33 migratory bird refuges while the
other states in the Flyway have only three or four per state.
We believe that 5 million plus acres out of 44.6 million
acres are more than enoogh for one state to contribute to
the name of wildlife propagation The Bureau of Sport
Fisheries should stop all further purchases in North
Dakota, both fee title and lease purchase.
We recommend that the Governor of our state, the
State Legislature, the Secretary of the Interior and the
President of the United States be informed of this great
threat to the production of food and fiber and livelihood of
North Dakotans.
We support a moratorium on the purchase of land by
the State Game and Fish Department, unless there is a
recommendation by the North Dakota legislature for a
specific piece of land.
JNe recommend that the State Game and Fish Department shall not be empowered to offer contracts that extend
beyond five years of the signer's ownership.

We oppose the State Game and Fish Department in the
construction or ponds for Wildlife Habitat along l-29. The
Game and Fish Department should be held responsible for
damage to adjacent lands.
Land Acquisition

I

_

.

.

Acquisition or school lllnd by the l'lonh Daliota ~te
Game and Fish Department be limited to open, competitive
and public auction. REASON: Game and Fish can place
school land on an "acquire" or " retain" list. These lands
cannot be purchased by an individual unless released by the
department.
Easments and Land Sales
We propose that the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service be
required to notify by certified mail all landowners within a
3 mile radius of any land they intend to acquire or secure
easements on.
We oppose the acquisition of more land from McLean,
Burleigh and Sheridan Counties by the Bureau of
Reclamation for Fish and Wildlife and the National Park
Service's proposed development of the McLean Canal chain
of lakes in Burleigh, McLean and Sheridan Counties for a

Service "should
manage what they've got"
More spccifically,Senate Bill 2016 requires that
county commissioners approve any casement or sale
of land to the Fish and Wildlife Sercic, and that an en·
vironmcntal impact statement be prepared by the
Service. In addition, the bill requires the county ex·
tension agent in the affected county to "prepare :m
impact analysis for the board of county commissioners
consideration which shall include the fiscal, social
and agricultural impacts of the proposed acquisitions."
The second bill, S.B. 2017, provides that an casement
with the Game and Fish Department or the Fish and
Wildlife Service will terminate on the death of the
landowner or "upon change in ownership." The bill
also limits casements acquired by the agencies to "the
land, wetland or water areas , being sought," and specifically permits a landowner to "drain any after-expanded
ed wetland or water area in excess of the legal dcscrip-tion in the lease, casement or servitude."

S.B. 2018 incorporates the provisions of the other
bills, extends them to the Game and ~ish Department
and provides that " failure by the United States or the
State Game and Fish Department to accept the conditions of this section shall nullify North Dakota's con·
sent to federal legisla'fion which provides for wildlife
programs operating in the state.
Game and Fish Commissioner Stuart is most concerned
about this bill because, he said, it is so broad that the
actions of all federal agencies. including those not in·
volvcd in wildlife protection, couid result in nullification of North Dakota's participation in the federal
fish and game programs. That means, that an
•
action by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation could cost
the state Game and Fish Department the federal funds
which make up •bout 4-0 per cent of its budget
Chances of passage of all five bills appear good. Senator Stdla Fritzcll, a -Republican from Grand Forks
·(D,mia 45),'who oppo!leS tfdi 'bills, attempted tb move
them from the Senate Agriculture Committee to the
Natural Resources Committtt, of which she is a mem·
her. The move was seen as a test of the bill's popularity. Leaving them with the Agriculture Committee
would indicate support of them. That's what the Senate
did, on a vote of 32 to 17.
If all of the biUs are passed, some attempt to consolidate the pr~isions of the House and 'Senate bills
wilt likely be made. This could be •ccomplishcd by
amendments to the bills, or by drafting new legislation.
If the matter is delayed until the end of the session, a
conference committee might be necessary.

recreational area.
We recommend legislation to end perpetuity or blanket
easements on land in North Dakota. We further recommend
legislation that requires a review of all existing easements
every 20 years.
Wildlife and Wetlands Acquisition easements have
been sold under a contract issued in perpetuity. The own,:rship and operation or the land involved is subject to change
over a period or years, therefore we urge that the elements
of the Federal Government involved consider renegotiating
such contracts and that consideration be given to inclusion
of limitations or 10-20 years in the renegotiated contracts.
The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service should be required
to release easements signed for the Starkweather Watershed Project.

Support
Support for the legislation is widespread. Each of the
state's major farm organizations, the National Farmers
Organization, the North Dakota Farmers Union fand the
Farm Bureau Federation have been critical of wildlife
agency land •cquisitions. So has the North Dakota
Stockmen's Association.

Farm Bureau favors a policy requiring all state and
federaUy owned lands to give easements on an equal basis
with that of privately owned land.
We urge farmers to consider the long term effects of
selling or leasing land lo the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
and to be very cautious about entering into any such contracts.
We recommend tha t local government entities have the
authority toesl;lblish wetland classification.
We favor the sale of state school lands, unless there is
demonstrated a specific public use for a specific piece of
land.
We recommend that eminent doma in proceedings not
be used to obtain land for wildlife or recreationa l pur poses.
When land is taken by eminent domain for public uses, the
present law pays for land taken al the price or simila r la nd
of most recent sale plus severance pay. This is unfair. Land
that is taken should be worth more than similar land or
recent sale beca use the most recent sale would be a willing
seller. We believe tha t landowners whose land is taken for
public use should get a t least SO percent more than the most

recent sale price.
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The Fa.rm Bureau policy on the subject, reprinted here,
is representative.

State Senator Kent Jones, a Republican from Webster,
(District 15 ), is a supporter of legislation to curb land
acquisition programs of the wildlife agencies. The
Fish and Wildlife Service and the Game and Fish Department have acquired enough acreage, he said. He
suggested that the agencies "manage what they've got"
rather than acquiring more acres for wildlife. Jones is
especially concerned about what effect these acquisitions will have on future farmers. "I'm starting to
wonder about the next generation," he said. "They're
going to have to farm around these ca.se:ments." Jones
supports the Senate bills because he wants the wildlife agencies to delineate exactl~ what acres are covered by casements. "They keep quoting that 730,000
acre figure," he said, "but they've effectively got con·
trol of five million acres."
Another supporter of the legislatiot< is Representative
Ruth Meiers of Ross (District 4), a Democrat. She
argues that th~ wildlife agencies' acquisition of lands
is "unfair competition with young farmers." The
Fish and Wildlife Service takes easements in perpetuity,
she said, and "the young farmer who purchases that
land has a tremendous disadvantage when he tries to
do anything with it." Meiers objects to what she called
the Service's 11 highhanded" treatment of landowners.
Officers of the agency often "fail to cooperate when
they could just as well do so," she said. "They won't
accept a farmer's effort to use his land even if the use
is compatible with the propagation of wildlife. They're
just not at all flexible."
She complained that the Service 11 does very little to
control weeds. Weed control is a serious issue with
farmers." she said.

I

'
I
I

I

'

I

The Service's casement programs slow up road building,
!
she said. Construction on U.S. Highway Two across
;
northern North Dakota has been delayed for more than
1
a. year. " These delays aren't limited to major roads,"
;
said. Impi:ovem
QJl
1rQW in r district - - - - ·•
-Mountrail and Burke Counoo-ha"c been postponed
"-(I
pending approval from the Fish and Wildlife Service.
Representative Meiers argued that the Service has not
acquired lands in Minnesota and Montana at the same
rate as in North Dakota., and that the Canadian government "has only a limited land acquisition program,
yet they arc producing ducks."

j

Although the Service makes payments in lieu of property taxes to counties, Meiers said these often don't
equal the amount direct taxation of the lands would
raise, "so these programs have an economic impact
on our counties." This has been especially true in
this decade, because land prices have risen rapidly, but
the government revalues its property o nly every five
years.
But Meiers said her greatest concern 1s the effect of
these programs on rural communities. "We're losing
farmers because of these wildlife programs.'' she said.
"If the government purchases five farms near a small
community, that has a terrific impact.''
She said the current opposition to the Fish and Wildlife Service stems from past abuses. "We're opposed
to the autocratic methods the Service has uscd,"she
said. "Had they been flexible, there wouldn't be this
criticism now." Farmers recognize that some land
should be preserved for uses other than agriculture, she
argued. " But we wonder, where will this stop."

'

Like the Farm Bureau, the North Dakota Stockmen's
Association has called for an end to Fish and Wildlife
And Meiers, who operates a grain farm with her husband,
Service land acquisition in the state. Representativts
pointed out that federal agencies have been pro moting
of the cattlemen argued that wildlife and cattle
contradictory programs. The Soil Conservation Service
could be raised compatibly on the same land, but that
has encouraged drainage while the Fish Uld Wildlife
Fish and Wildlife Service representatives have been unService has obtained land and forbidden dr.inage.
willing to cooperate wit h landowners. The S~ockmen's
"These policies arc in direct oppositio n to each other,"
Association insisted their members could not compete
she said.
•
with state and federal agencies seeking land because
the government bodies "seem to have an unlimited
M,eiers said the Fish and Wildlife Service "won' t insource of inco me," according to the Legislative Council's dicate how much longer they' ll try to acquire land.
report.
Are we always going to continlle to do this? How much
land is the government going to own? Will t here be room
Legislative sponsors of t he bills cite many of these
room for private landowners?
same arguments.
next page, please
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A prairie wetland in Eddy County. Sueh wetlands are the subject of great controversy in North Dakota.

"Water In place Is our most val•ltle resource."
"We've always felt that we didn't have to sign up wi~h
the Fish and Wildlife Service to be conscrvationists, 0
she said. "Private landowners arc conscl"'·"tionists, and
wildlife propagation on private lands ought to be encouraged.

Uses of public lands go fa.r beyond hunting and the
production of waterfowl, Stuart said. "There are many
other uses," including camping, hiking, bird watching
and rock sitting, but "North Dakota is not blessed
with large amounts of land in public ownership." The
contrast in philosophies between North Dakota Iand
"The government has pretty well protected the pothole surrounding states is great, Stuart said. "Last summer,
region. These bills aren't going to hurt wildlife. They're the Montana Depanment of Fi.sh and Game bought a
S8,000 acre ranch and the state is boasting of it. I
not going to bring about the c.nc:! of the casement pr~
buy 1,000 acres and get condemned,"
gram. We're just trying to correct some abuses·:·
He said he doubts the proposed legislation is con-

The opposition
Opposition to the bills is being lead by State Seantor
Fritzell. She called the bills "just awful" and argued

that they could violate the constitutional rights of a
landowner to sell his property to the buyer of his
choice.
Indiscriminate drainage by farmers has contributed to
the saline seep problem now affecting more than two
million cropland acres in the state, she said, and has
worsened flooding. "We're going to have to recognize
that wildlife has a place in Noth Dakota," she said,

stitutional "Suppose you've got a piece of land you
desire to sell to the Fish and Wildlife Service and a
county commissioner lives next to you. Suppose he's
had an eye on your land. With this legislation, he's
be in a postion to tell you who you can or cannot
sell to." And, he added, his department has been
denied land because a county commissionr wished to
buy it for his own farm unit.
"If we hold to the concept that the individual who
owns property can dispose of1t as he likes, I can't
sec how any part of this could be constitutional,"
Stuart said.

WiHiam Aultfather:1 the area manager fo1 the Fish and
Wildlife Service, said he's asked attorneys for the
Interior Department to examine the constitutionality
of the legislation. He said most of the problems legGame and Fish Commissioner Stuart-who claims that
islators cite in support of the bills have been corrected.
wildlife acquisition programs are 11 pretty well under
control"--said he'll oppose each of the bills. The county "We've changed our procedures," he said. "All this
activity in the Legislature reflects a misunderstanding
commissioners must apprvc purchases by his depart·
of our easement program." He said the Service deals
ment, Stuart noted, under terms of an executive order
only with willing sellers and buys land at fair market
issued by Governor Arthur A. Link. The governor himvalue. "There landowners arc generously compenself may approve or dsapprove all sales, he said.
sated for the rights they give up," he said. "And
when the wetlands arc dry, they have the privilege
Efforts to pass this legislation are led "by groups
of raising crops on them."
opposed to putting land in public ownership for any
purpose," Stuart said. "The way these bills are written,
the procedure for acquisition would be so cumbersome, Wetlands have importance beyond human use, he
said. They serve to recharge aquifers, to hold water
the programs would come to a virtual halt."
and that protecting their habitat will protect agriculture as well."

0
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and prevent floods, and produce a wide variety of wildlife. "We're not dealing with ducks alone.'' he said.
"We're dealing with the whole environment."
Easements and leases arc taken in perpetuity, he
said, to guarantee a continued land base for water·
fowl production. How long is it that you want wildlife around? 1 don't feel that the waterfowl resource
is something we as a nation will be interested in for
only 20 years.

"Water in place is our most valuable resource.'' Ault·
father said. "Anybody who hastens the deterioration
of water is placing himself and the future in great
jeopardy.''
The question of wetlands preservation is complicated
by the conrradictory pressures on North Dakot's
farmers. Many of them own some the nation's last
remaining wetlands-wetlands vital to the production
of waterfowl which arc protected by international
agreements. But wheat will not grow in wetlands. and
the world's demand for wheat-which drove the price
of North Dakota's major export UJrhas prompted many
farmers to drain those wetlands. A drop in the price
of grain may have made grain production on the mar·
ginal lands uneconomical again. That would help protect the wetlands.
But friends of wildlife want some assurance that the
wetlands wtll be ?,round in good times and bad. And
farmers want th~ same assurance for _themselves.
The Legislature won't settle the issue, of course, but
one of the most difficult conflicts of land use in the
state will get a hearing during this session.

Mike Jacobs
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Advertisement

United
Tax issues get Senate hearing
Plainsmen
Leglslatlwe
Round-up
As part of the United Plainsmen
Association efforts during the
Legislative session, all active
members of the Plainsmen will
receive a three month subscription to THE ONLOOKER.
The paper will publish weekly
during the Legislative session
and it will provide us with important in depth coverage of
Legislative committee and floor
action on energy and coal
development matters.
The United Plainsmen have
also purchased weekly space
in THE ONLOOKER for a
United Plainsmen legislative
report. The report will outline
Plainsmen positions on proposed
legislation which we feel are
of great concern to the people
of North Dakota.
The Executive Board of the
United Plainsmen has organized
committees tO work or1 different
energy topics during the session.

Legislative commin«s began considering energy related leg1sluion during the session's first week, but
the bills heard in committee were rdativcly uncontr<Wttsial. The real work on taxation of the coal conversion
industry, on strip mine reclamation and on social and
environmental impact will come later. Many of thtte
bills have not yet been introduced, although attorneys
for the Legislative Council have begun drafting armnd·
mcnts to the state's reclamation laws; the Public Service Commission has prepared changes in the plant
a.nd transmission line siting laws and the Tax Depart·
mcnt is readying a severance tlX prq:ram based on a
percentage of value coal severance tax.
The Senate's Finance and Taxation Committtt held
hearings on its first energy related legislation Wednesday, the first day of committee hearings. Senators
received testimony on Sen.ate Bill 2028, which would
n.ise the tax on large transmission lines owned by rural
electric cooperatives, on SB 2093, which would remove
the sales tax on all home heating fuels; and on SB 2076,
a bill to repeal the sales tu on electricity.
SB 2028 would raise the annual tax on trasmission
lines of 230 pr more kilovolts owned by rural electric
cooperatives from $1SO to $22S per mile. This bill
would increase the general fund revenues of counties
with transmission lines from $128,000 to $192,000
pcryeu.
The bill would not apply to transmission lines owned
by private utilities. These arc taxed on a per ccntage
of their value rather than on I per mile basis.
The different form5 of transmission line taxes for
public and privately owned utilities date back to the
blttle'~twccn tht coopcn.tivcs artd the investor .QIWncd
utilities over the' coops right to re-enter the t><)wer generating business.

They are:

Severance tax: Stanley Pollestad,
Halliday
John Guenther,
Dunn Center
Reclamation:

w;ne, Benfit,
Zap
Leo Weidrich,
Zap

Landowner protection:
Eugene Keller,
Beulah
Edwin Rhode,
Halliday
Water resources:

Joe Vogel,

Mandan
Air quality:

Claude Hardmeyer,
Mott
Randolph Nodland,
Dunn Center

Any member with ideas and
suggestions should write the
committee members.
Poliucal -,..,.tiling IPOnlOl"eil•nd peid for
by The United P"IMmen Auoei•tion,

Rlll'ldolph Nodland, Ounn Cet'!t•, J)rHi~t.
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In the early 1960s, the distribution cooperatives in
North Dakota received vtrtually all of their power from
the federal Bureau of Reclamation's hydro<lec:tric
generators u Garrison Dam. The coops were told by
the Bureau that the dam could not ,cncntc enough
power to meet their fururc dcmarxls and that they
should look elsewhere to fulfiU their power ttquircments. The coops decided to build their owng,cncrating facilitin in North Dakota's lignite fields. The
privately owned utilities opposed this plan. They
wanted to sell the cooperatives power at wholeulc:
rates which the coops said would be luJhcr than the
cost of generating the dcctricity. A lone and bitter
political battle between the public and private utilities ensued, culminating with the first Rural Elecuif·
ication AdmimstrattOn loans to North Dakota gencr·
ating cooperatives. Thcs«: WP"C made during the Ken·
ncdy administration to Basin Electric Power Cooper·
acivc, which built the Leland Olds Station at Stanton,
and to Minnkota Power Cooperative, which built
the Milto n R. Young Station at Center.
Once the coops had begun generating electricity, a
battle developed over taxation. One of .these disputes
was over transmission line taxes.
The private utility power lines were taxed on a per
ccntagc of their value, 1 ~called ad va.lorem or at
value tax. The public utilities argued that their efforts
to bring electricity to rural North Dakotans resulted
in many fewer customers per milcof line. Taxation at
the ad valorcm rate would result in substantially
highe~ costs to their individual customers than the
cost to private utility customers in more densely populated areas.
Generally, Democrats have been more sympithetic to
the coops than Republicans. During the 1965 Lcgisla·
tivc sc:ssion, whc'n Democrats controlled the House, the
C09J)S were able to obtain a per mile transmission Jine
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tax which WIS lower than the ad valorcm rate paid by

the mve5tor owned utiliucs.

SB 2028 would raise the ux on coop Jines which was
passed m 196S; The tax, however, would Still be lower
than that paid by privately owned power companies.

All of the energy lobbyists who testified were in favor
or the bill, a.lthough many su~sted changes in the
method of taxation.

K.K. Kittler, representing Minnkota Power Cooperative,
spoke in suppon of the legislation, but argued that
both public and private utilities power lines should be
taxed on the same basis. He suggested that the tax be
per mile: of line rather than at value. Kittler said the
public and private utilities arc now entering joint ven·
turcs and that separate formulas for power lines would
bc"unwicldy."
RW. Wheeler, reprcscntina: Northern States Power
and Otter Tail Power Companies, Louis Lenhardt of
Montana Dakota Utilities Company and Loren Stadig
of United Power Asociaiton, a cooperative, concurred
with Kittler's position that all utilities should be taxed
on a per mile basis.
Ken Ziegler, 1 lobbyist for Basin Elc:cttic, testified in
favor of the bill as written, but did not express an opinion IS to whether the private utilities trarumission
lines ought to be taxed on a per mile rather than an
ad valorcm basis.
The commince took no final action on the bill. There
appci.r to be three options for the committee. Legislators can vote to tax both the public and private
utilities on a per mile basis. This would lowtt the u.xcs
for Private utilites. The committee could choose to
tax all utilities on an ad valorem basis. This would substantially raise the uxes for public utilities. Or, Sena·
ton could investigate the feasibility of retaining the
two sepantc tu structures even though the utilities
are entering joint ventures, and simply raise the UJ1
for coopen.tivdy owned lines as SB 2028 suggests.
The committee also Mud testimony on SB 2093 to
repeal the sales tu: on all home heating fuds, and on
SB 2076 to repeal the sales tax on dectriciry.
Republican Senate Leader David Nethi.ng of Ja.mestown (District 49) is the spoMOr of 2093. He said
that since Jhe s:a.lcs tax on electricity has been removed by initiated meuure, the state should bring
about a "balance" by giving those who use I different
source of fuel in their homes "the same t.u break."
Nething pointed out that the fiscal note attached to
the bill showed a potential loss of $4.43 million to
the state's coffers. Of this, $2.26 would be lost to
the state general fund and $2.17 would be lost to
the State Highway Depamncnt beause the bill as
written would apparently remove the "special fuels"
tax useued against diesel fuel
The committee took no action on the bill. Senators
indicated they would look more closely at the loss
of revenue to the Highway Deputmcnt ro 5ec if the
figures in the fiscal note, prepared by the Legislative
Council, are accurate.
Senate Finance and Taxation Committee member
Steve Furington of Harvey co;mict 14) said he
introduced SB 2076, ti repeal of the sales tax on
electricity, before the initiated measure to repeal the
tax,. a~ pused November 2, and said he has retained
the bill to "dean up" some of the language left in
the statutes after passage of the inilUted measure.
Estirru.tes arc that the repeal of the sales tax on electricity will cost the state $6 million in revenue over
the next biennium.
Ardell Tharaldson

"
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Utllltles buying their way
Into the solar market
from the aun alowl,y lnchu forwud u a re-

Aa

pl.cemeDt lor decUnilll'. foaall fue-la, the n•tlon'• prtvatelyOwt:16d utUUiea are quietly buytng their way into the solar
market. Aad wblle few clty,atate, or fedenl agencies
have yel.
ronted the IHue, the acqul1lUon or aolar pat-

enta, deaert lands, and government reaearcb. contracla by
these UUlltlea raises the queationa: ' 'Who will own the aun ?"
and ''la aolar eoergy \o be a public resource oruother Wall
Street collllPOdlty to be purchued and sold?"
At leaat Ofty·thnM electric utll1Ues na.Uon-wtde are preaenUy
tmg or Plannlnc to undertue aome 220 individual solar ruearch projects •ecordl.ng to• survey recently
taken by the Electric Po~r Reaearch lnsUtute (EPRI t1 the
3-year old rese.rch arm of the U. S.'a private uUllty lnduatry; funded through moniea from the member uUUttea, EPRI ts located at 3112 Hillview Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94303).
Accordlnc 1io Jobn Cummings, project runa.ger for EPRJ'•
tolar bea~ & cooll.ng prognm, the survey "Npresentll
the flrat 8*1:p in developing at1 lnduatry data base in anUclpaUon of more aolar reaearch b)' electric po-r compa.nies.
The 11gniflcance of lbe aurvey wu that lt 1bowed the growl.Ilg lnte
of the electric utilities in examining tbe potential lmpa.c of solar energy for healing and coolirc-"
Demo
Uon bomea retrofitted o r coostructed from
acratch wlllll aolar heating and/or cooling ayatem1 are perhaps the
common form of utility -olar research no,,
underw•y. Pennaylvania Power & Light (2 N. 9th st., Allentown, P 18101), for example, currently baa under varying degre of test seven reatdenttal bomea wtth some de•uwlement. Pacific Gae & Electric and three
ra are bulldlng aolar dernonatnllon homes in
FreUMl,
Jose, and Wa!Jl.ut Creek, California aa part of
the com
'a exi-,ndlng efforta In solar energy. The Port1.alld Genertil Electric Company (c/o Ene-rty Reaource Center, PGE, Ill SW Alder St, Portland, OH 97205) reportll
that two aoJar·hc•ted housea have been compleled and occupied and. llunt 11 underway; each 11 fitted with a digital
datalogger lo monitor aome 32 cbannela or in!ormaUon. The
New Encldd Electric syatept hM undertaken a $250,.000
proJect to tlace 57 hot water aolu ayatema ln home11 for
teatln&;
mera will PllY S200 for the two-yea.r test and
then keep Cllit -ol.ar colleetora.
A aecond m.1}or area of utility lnvolvement Is the rental
of solar
ng & cooling: equipment to their cuatomers. A
report rectally releaaed by the Rhode 11land Divlatori or Public UUUUe• ''Solar Energy Problem• i. Opportunltlea" (169
We,boaae.U at., Providence, RI 02903) 1vggested aueh a prornm wherliby the uUlltlH would rent aolar equipment in
much the aa1e way the telephone company rent.a telephones.
Thus, the 1IIO.lty would Install, own, and maintain the ayatem; the 1-llord, bomeowner, or bualne.aman leaaea It
from the ..-u ty and ma1te1 a moothly ~ment to cover tnltallation ooata, D.nUlCIDC coata, maintenance, and pront.
The thi~ ma)or lntel'eat area or the nation'• private uttliUea ta the i.u1.. of deNrt land to uae fol' 1eneHtion of electricity dlrough centrallnd aolar tberm•l pla.nta. EPRI
bu already awarded tba General Electric Company'• Electric UUltty lyatem• Engineerlag Deplrtment a $3tt, 000 cootract to
a the requlrementll for lntegnting photovoltaic elect.rte power ayatem1 (PEPS) into the 1enenting aye
tema or the U.S. electric utility lnduatry. The-atudy will
aeck to ldaliUIJ' geographic areaa auitable for PEPS aa - n
aa to estimate the rate and extent or penetration of PEPS
into the U.S.'• ullllty ayatema.
Sandia Laboratorlea baa receolly received a S5 million
contract from the Energy Reaearcb Ii Oevek>pmeot AdmlniatraUoa to begin coaatructton of• llve-mea:awatt, S21 million aolar thermal teat facility at the Lab ln Albuquerque.
The taeUUJ, which will conalat of a 'boiler mounted atop •
200 foot
tower 1urrounded by a field or more than 300
large t
mirror modulea that reflect the sun'a raya
onto the bollet, wUI proctuce approximately 1.5 megawatt&
of ateam-pmerated el•
· .... " ...m """ the largest •uch
aolar facility in the W w. . . - • test omponents
for a much lara:er solar powered pilot plant now being developed by tbree Arizona utilities.

ht•

The Aria.Ina Public Servli;e Company, Tucaon Gas & Electric Coma:-ny, and the Salt River Pro}ect are finalizing
plana for U.. con11tructlon or a 10 megawaU facility -- enough
to supply tile electrical ™'ec:i. of• town of at least 2,500
people -- to.be completed b)' 1980. Tbe S?O million project
(of which SI0-$20 million will be paid by the uUlltlea and
the ba.lanoa by the f.edenl government) wlH feature several
hundred acl'II& of mlrroa focusing on a boiler resting atop
a 600 footldgb ''power to-~"·
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The moat recent UDdertaldng in this area waa the launching earlier thla month of the Soulllweat i>ro)ect oy ~ Federal
Energy AdminlalraUon. The Pro}ect la belnl described by
FEA Admln11trator Frank Zarb u "a m~or 10Iar commercla.llzatlon project plan.aed to integrate large-scale, •ccelerated use of sol&r e lectric power gene ralln&: equipment into
the uUllty networka of eight atatea." A& the Rrat atep 1n tbe
Project, a $500,000 contract bu been awarded to the Stooe
& Webster Engtneertnc Corpon,tioo (a amjor arbhltectunl
& engineering Orm) ud eleven electric utility comPl,.lllea
''to provide a comprebenalve uUUty perapectlve of the technical, legal, economic, and lnsUtu.Uonal considerations necessary t.o make solar electric energy a suoceH lD the Southweat. The knowledge - will gain from the current planning
stage• of the Soutb.weet Project will have a major impact on
solar development now and until the tum of the century."

Theae and other federal programa aa well aa ERDA 'a
recentJy-releued ''National Plan for Solar Heating Ii Coolin&:" reflect a atrona commitment by ERDA and FEA to full,y
tntegnte control and diatrlbution or solar energy thl'01.lgh the
n.ation'a private utility network. However, a number of conaumer apokeeperaona aa well ae membera of Congreaa are
beglnning to question the long- run wisdom of Ulllt approach.
Ttld1e ctltlca do HCOgllize ao,me potential artvaai.age, of
utility Involvement ln solar development. Substantially leaa
1enalUve t.o the high flrat-co1ta and loag pay-back perloda
of 110lar heating & cooltnc ayatema than are realdentlal conaumer1, uUlltte• can lnveat in solar equipment lD quanUtlea
large enough to aUmulate maH production. uttlltiea alao
have aeceu to the adv.nee Joan capital for aolar ayatema
that might not be anUable to low-lnoome cltLzena. Po. .lbl,y,
aome conawnera would be more lncllned to accept• aolar
syatem in their borne U ita performance wali ba.cked by the
utility company. Moreover, uae of solar aystema could
serve t.o leaaen demand preaaurea on other genen.ting equipment and thereby mlnlml&e the need for new power plant
Some or the ma}or dlHdvantag:ea, however, were recentJy outlined ln a letter sent by Repr11aenlattve Joaeph Moak.ley
(D-MA) and nlDe other members of Concreaa to Virginia
Knauer (WbUe Houae Conaumer Adviaor) after ahe act.-ocated
utility company renta.l of IOlar Lmlta. Mou:ley -med that
1ucb a procram would enable the utilities to awlftly monopolize the aolar energy ffeld and drive ,mall -olar lndutrlea
out of buaineaa. Moreover, under a utility ~ntal ayatem,
a cuatomer would pay a fee tm.t tncludea a profit for the utility and thua wUI ultimately pay more for the ayatem than
If he had bought dlrecUy from a small buelneaa. Further,
con1urner1 who take advantage of tax locenUvea or loan subaldlea to pay the rental on their uUllty-auppUed aolar ayaterna would actually pay twice for the equipment-- once
through taxation and once through the nntal fee.

Potential e,r;cel8ive proflt-taklng and monopolistic (.avorlU.em in equipment purcha&H are joined by the problem of
uttlltlea proOtJna: from the sun through alteration of exlatlng: rate atructurea. UUIIUea argue that aa decentralized
.olar energy ayatema become widespread, they wlll atUI
have to maintain big load capaclttea for period• or inclement
weather but won't be able \o defray the cost of their equipment through electricity ulee 1n fair weather. Therefore,
they claim they ebould receive a "commitment charge" that
ta computed on the bula or bow much b•ck-up energy a consumer " reserves" in addition to an actual usage rat.e. Such
a rate system has already been ena.cted in Colorado. In October 1975, lbe Public Servlee Company of Colorado managed
t.o obtain from the local Public Utility CommiHlon a rate lncreaae for electrleity uae 1¥beneTer a home baa a aol&r • ergy beating .,.at.em. Tbe rate la s ubstantially higher tbui
conventional ratea for homes. The PUC'a decision, following: a serlea of consumer protest& and newspaper invesUg:ationa, ha• recently been re-opened for a new t,earlng.
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Poaalbly the moat slgn1ficant argument again.et utility Involvement in the aolar energy field 11 that the IDdustry Is
not aerloualy lntereated ln pre68lng soler development but
only In getting their handa Into the pot while they contlnue
to play out their fosall !uel and nuclear options. This view
aeema to be reinforced by Keith Turley, Pre a Ident of the
Arizona Public Service Company--one of the utilities ln·
volved ln the construction of tb.e prevloualy-de1crlbed aolar
thermal pilot plant. "We think lt'a lmpnrtant that we move
forward ln this area o{ reaearcb Just as we have in prior
yeara ••apart of the industry ln nuclear research development. (However ) the lmi-,ct of• 10,000 kllowatt solar project or a 100,000 kilowatt -olar project 11 not very m•tertal
It'• Just not stgnUicant. Solar won't be commercially con1petittve witil the early part of the next centwy. It may be
year 202S before you really see solar making lnroada lnto
the coal-nuclear mix. So ln my lifetime, I don't envtalon
-olar having a marked effect on our generating capacity.
JI we lose our ability to develop our coal re80\lrcea or our
ability to develop nuclear, we wlll not be able to meet the
need1 of our cuetomera. Solar just won't be ready In time. "
What are the altemativea? Qne might be the development
of large-scale aolar prognml through public utility companies
or through direct tocal,Qr fede,:al ~ye,lop,nent eUQrb that
retain ult1iate J\U'tsdlcflon. th~1; the~ w ~ be.accestl to
the large aum, of needed lnveatment capital while clllzens
would atlll retain ultimate decision-making authority as \o
prtortUe1, prices, and program• Wldertaken.
The city of Santa Clara, which operate, It& own munlcli-,1 utility aystem, wantll to uae the capital inveslmcnt power
of It. public utility to tnatall solar heating unlts on local
homea, apartmenta, and bualneHea. "\1/h•t we aee 11 a city
owned 11a1,r utility, •· • coordJnl tQ City Manager Dona.lei Von
Raelfeld, "The city will finance and Install aolar heating~
ooolln& sy1lemli in new bulldbiga. Consumers will pay •
rnonthq fee t.o cover amortization and rnaIDten.ance of the
aolar unite. Thie will be done on• non-proflt bula with the
capital raiMd through municipal bonda:• The city le already
1n the proceaa of tnatall.lnc a 1olar erw,rgy ayatem for beat •
Inc and eooling of a new Community Center bulldlnJ which
ta under coutructton. The coat & performanca data ga.lned
from Uiat ayatem'a operation will be uaed to prepare plana
oa bow the city m.lglat utlll:r.e .olar energy ayatema u J)llrt
of a publlcly-owoed and operated utility.
Tba clt1:r.en.a of Bridgeport, Texas (population 3,800) ue
Nek1ng to build a aolar electric generator by the end of the
decade to replace their current prlvatel,y-owned utility Teua
Power & Ugbt. Tbe genentor (to be designed by Solar King,
277 Gould st., Reno, NV 89502) would produce 6 mep.watta/
hour of electricity to meet local needa. The proposed syatem, which wwkt cover about 10 acre• o( land wltb fiat-plate
aolar eollectora to boat nter, bu been experiencing a bad
cue of the on-again, oil-again bluea due to technical dlfflcbltlea and uncertain financing ,

To inaure that these a.nd other alternatives to private utility Infringement into the solar muket are considered by federal energy planners, the CSPI Energy Project'• Solar AIUance baa launched a campaign to aecure the release of 1ovemment coritractll ,_rded to utllltlea for 10lar development
programa. The Alliance I• also 1eeklng to have consumer
over.eight panela appointed to monitor the progreH and evaluatlona of all federally-aupported utility research & demonstra
stratton projeclll; the panels would work to insure that altemattve1 are fully considered and that the Interests or consumera and local commi.m1Ue1 are adequately aired. For a
copy of a peUtion letter recenUy sent to FEA & ERDA on
thla matter aa well as other Information, send a aell-addreued, atamped envelope to the Solar AIUance, c /o P&E.
This •tide U ~ t e d from the Oaobn, 1916 issue
of People and Energy pablisbed by the enter for

&incenl tbePubJicJ.,,u,e,t, 1757 'S' Street N.W.,
W«sbi•gto111, D.C. 10009
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'North Dakota not alone
in lack of an energy policy
Coal development is a major issue in each of the
Northern Plains states. Here, Ma,;ane Ambler,
who is associate editor of High Country News,
an environmental bi-weekly published 11t Lander,
Wyoming, compares the energy policies of these
states.

Idaho, however, was the noteworthy exception. Idaho
has no siting law, yet the Idaho Public Service Com·
mission, which as in other Northern Plains states considers
"public necessity and convenience", ruled against a proposed 1,000 megawatt coal-fired plant near Boise. Ironically, the decision was based on environmental considerations-and environmentalists were upset that it had
not been based on "need". The PubJic Service Commission's decision, while welcomed by the environmentalists,
gave no indication what the energy policy of the state
might be in the future.

by Marjan< Ambler
North Dakota is not the only state among the

Northern Plains and Rocky Mountain states with
an empty place on the shelf where Its energy policy
should be. In fact, North Dakota is the only state
where the lack of such a policy is even an issue that
is discussed in the pages of its newspapers and in its
political forums.
Although the governors of each of the states in this
region rage at the federal government for not having
a national energy policy and vaguely intimate that
they will develop a regional policy, none of them
has proposed any system for deiermining how much
developp,ent is enough or when they'll pull back and
say "Whoa!"

Each of the states does have its own way of saying
what types of development will be acceptable, None
of these have proven to be particularly effective.
North Dakota appears to be the only state which
even pretends to assume authroity for saying
where -development should take place.

Several factors added to the umque setting for the
Commission's decision. Idaho Governor Cecil Andrus
(a Democrat who will be Secretary of Interior in the
Carter Administration) and the state's leading news
paper, The Idaho Statesman, had opposed the plant,
and citizens of the three counties near the proposed
site had voted against it in a referendum a few weeks
prior to the Commission's vote.
Idaho now seems ready to agressivley move toward
adopting an energy conservation policy: The state
has created a new position of conservation director.
The citizens, after committing themselves on the bal·
lot, are more interested in scrutinizing alternatives
to power pl;nts. And the state's leading conservation
organization, the Idaho Conservation League, has
adopted conservation as its prime objective and has
begun an intensive education and demonstration campaign.

MONTANA
While North Dakota Governor Arthur A. Link gets
lots of guff for inadequate leadership on energy matter$,, the region's award for the most blatant hypocrisy
on environmental issues must go to Montana's Governor Thomas Judge. Judge has often tried to paint himself as an environmentalist.Neither he nor any of the
other governors in the region have the direct power
over decision-making that Link "enjoys" through
his chairmanship of North Dakota's Water Commission.
These other governor's influence is limted to their
appointments. Yet their public statements are given
somcrweight. When the Montana Department of
A separate citizen board makes siting decisions in
both Montana and Wyoming. In Colorado, there is
Narural Resources staff said they opposed construction
of Units 3 and 4 of a. Montana Power Company generno siting la.w, so decisions rest with the Air Quality
Board and with local government planning commissions. ating plant at Colstrip, Judge said he opposed them,
too. But when a citizen board ruled four votes to three
in June that the units should be built, he said he had
"secretly favored" the 1,400 megawatt plant addition
The summer of 1976 was a headliner for the region.
all along.
Leasing of federal coal resumed. The Sierra Club lost
The hearings that preceded the decision lasted 15 months.
its suit which had delayed development of Northern
Montana is reputed to have the toughest environmental
Plains coal. And new coal-fired power plants were
regulations in the region. However, officials from the
approved in Montana and Wyoming. Combined with the Montana and Wyoming admit privately that Wyoming's
decisions in North Dakota, the region began the process conditions on the 1,500 megawatt plant being built at
of dutifully packaging its resources into electrons to
Wheatland are tougher than those Montana has imposed
export out to the population ccnten of the country.
on the Colstrip facility.
North Dakota is also the only state to place the decision regarding 11 need" for a facility with the same
body that decides if a power plant's impact would be
acceptable-the Public Service Commission. North
Dakota's decision seems at least theoretically to be
more logical than splitting the authority for the two
decisions. Wyoming has already found itself in the
embarrassing position of approving a plant near Wheatland before the public service commission had decided whether it was even necessary.

A crucial difference between the two sets of conditions
is Wyoming's requirement for social impact monitoring.
According to the builders of the plant, the Missoun
Basin Power Pro1ect, Wyoming is the first state in the
nation to make owners directly responsible to the state
for impact. Under a condition of its siting pennit,MBPP
funds an impact team with up to $10,000 per year
throughout th<;_ impact period. In addition, if problems
emerge, MBPP must assure that assistance is provided
-even if it means absorbing more costs itself, Tim
Rafferty, MBPP impact alleviation coordinator said.
The ultimate decision on Montana's Colstrip Project
will rest, ironically, with a small band of Indians 15
_miles south of the proposed facility, whom officials
of Montana Power Company and the state ignored
wht"n doing their baseline studies. The Northern Cheyenne Tribe has asked the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) tO classify the air above its
reservation as Class I-the most stringent air class.
All the rest of the West is now classified Class ll under
the provisions Of the Clean Air Act. The Northern
Cheyenne are the first to make such a request. If the
tribe wins its plea, Montana Power will have to con·
trol emissions from the two existing units and from the
the two new units so air will not be further degraded
at all-or the two new units cannot be built. Instead,
Montana Power is suing EPA
As could be expected, the tribe's action has thrown
the federal government into turmoil. According to
Coal Weck, an industry publication, the Federal
Energy Administration is pressuring EPA to deny the
Northern Cheyenne request. Residents of the region
should watch this situation since it could well be a
harbinger of how much federal intervention can be
expected on other energy decisions.
WYOMING
rwo landowner groups in Wyoming who fought
the Laramie River Power Plant at Wheatland found
..heir biggest obstacle to be the public sentimentality
toward rural electric cooperatives. The Laramie River
Station is being built by Missouri Basin Power Project.
a consortium of rural'clectric cooperatives and municipal utilities. Basin Electric, headquartered in Bismarck,
Nonh Dakota, is the lead company in the project. M
North Dakotans are well aware, it is hard to fight the
image of innocence which cooperatives still hold in the
minds of many rural Westerners. They find it difficult to believe that the cooperatives have become as
addicted to growth and as insensitive to the conflicts
\ with agricultrual economics as other power utilities.
The Laramie River Conservation Council, a group of
farmers and rachers which has fought the plant, says
that the State Siting Council and MBPP ignored the
impact of the plant on the local agricultrual economy.
Their fears about inadequate water .;.pplies, which
were virtually ignored by the Siting Council, are now

Idaho's Cecil Andrus

Montana's Tom Judge
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Sentiment for cooperatives
clouds region's coal policy
being proven true. The Siting Council decided Nov~m- Now, however, rural residents fear that the PRPA is
interested not only in serving the proj~cted new residents
bcr 22 that unless MBPP could show cause why the
hearing should not be reopened, it would be reopened. of the four towns it serves, but also in selling power and
and thus encouraging more residential and industrial
Wyoming Governor Ed Hcrschkr never took a stand
growth that would soak up more water that might otheron the plant-unlike Judge, Hcrschler is traditionally
wise be used for irrigation. Already some towns in the
area are on the verge of condemning agricultural water.
reluctant to make public statements and the Wyo-ming prtss is rarely aggressive enough to force him to The PRPA is seeking enough capacity to serve one and
take positions. He did, however, apparently as almost third million additional people in the four cities,
a coincidence, throw a temporary hurdle in the path of which now have a population of 117,000, according to
The Triange Review of Fort Collins, Colorado. This
the power plant by challenging the U.S. Army Corps
is an increase of 1,140 per cent.
of Enginecr'sfrightto jurisdiction over the reservoir.

However, that suit has not substantially slowed the
progress of the plant.
Despite all the verbiage about state control from
other governors in the region, Hcrschler has been the
only one to actually follow through with la.wsuits ~o
challenge federal jurisdiction. In addition to the suit
against the Corps, he has also sued the Interior Department over its strip mining regulations in ajurisdict·
ional dispute. Environmentalists in the state speculate
that if the state ever did establish an energy policy,
Herschler could be counted on to defend it against
federal intervention.

Asked about growth and its effects, PRPA Director
Albert Hamilton said that question was better put to
political leaders than to a utility company. "No one
has set any standards for us/' he said. To ask a private
utility company to control growth by creating shortages.. is to misunderstand responsibilities, he said, ac-•
cording to The Review.
Colorado Governor Dick Lamm, like other Northern
Plains and Rocky Mountain governors, a Democrat, refuses to take a position on the plant although he says
he has "second thoughts" about the bill which created
the municipal power authorities.
·

COLORADO

Lamm is another governor whose reputation ll an environmentalist has far outreached his performance. He's
While Montana, North Dakota and Wyoming get
still being damned by industry as the leader of the
most of the national attention because they sit on
movement to stop the Olympics in Colorado, and as~
top of a vast coal formation, Colorado, too, has its
leading proponent of land use legislation. At the same
share of coal. A draft environmental impact statement time, environmentalists have been shocked by his supfor northwestern Colorado says the region could
port of the synthetic fuels subsidy and his vacillation on
have 21 mines and three local power plants with a
development of oil shale in the State, which he once
total generating capacity close to that of the nationopposed.
ally notorious Kaiparowits proposal in Utah-2,933
megawatts.
Colorado attention is now focused, however, on the
eastern slope of the Rockies where two controversial
power plants arc proposed. One, the SOO megawatt
Pawnee plant, awaits an air permit from the state.
The Public Service Company, which is proposing the
plant, is challenging the state's right to ~t standards
stronger than the federal standards.
With air qua.ility permits being virtually the only control the state has over power plant siring in Colorado,
the onus is on local zoning boards. However, local
boards arc finding they, too, have virtually no control
over a 1,000 megawatt plant proposed by the Platte
River Power Authority (PRPA). The problem is a
bill passed with little fuss in 1975 by the state Legislature. It granted the power of eminent domain and
tax exempt status to municipal power authorities.
Apparently there was some sentiment that municipal
power authorities, just as rural cooparatives, are essential and not so likely to do wrong as the big private
utilities.

Northern Plains
states strive
to cope with future
SUMMARY
And so the Northern Pia.ins and Rocky Mountain
states strive to cope with their futures. They toss
different threads in half-hearted attempts to control energy development, but worry that perhaps
they shouldn't try too hard to interfere with private
enterprise. As could be expected, none arc succeeding
in domesticating the beast into a creature which won't
devour them- and that may even serve them.

Colorado's

rnck Lamm

Energy officer
Metzger busy
at Legislature
He seeks funds for eRergy
office, Natural Resources
Council; heads both
Charles Metzger, the governor's energy coordinator, was
busy on Friday. He appeared at rhe House Natural Resources Committee to ask that his job be continued. Later the same day, he explained the budget of the Natural
Resources Council, which he chairs, to the House Appropriations Committee.
At the Natural Resources Committee, Metzger supported
House Bill 1086, which would give Governor Link's office
$150,000 to fund the position of energy coordinator and
to provide Metzger a staff assistant and a secretary for
the next biennium.
The office serves as a clearing house for information on
alternative energy sources and energy conservation techniques; co-ordinates efforts and programs on energy conservation and alternative energy sources; serves as a
liason in energy matters with federal and other state
agencies; and applies for federal funds for conservation
and development of alternative energy sources.
Metzger explained to the committee that the energy
c~ordinator's office is presently operating with federal
funds which are certain to run out in the neariuture.
Metzger said that the energy coordinator's office is a
functioning operation and would probably continue even
without the bill. He felt, however, "that the establishment
of a legislative approved, by statute, office of energy management and conservation certainly points up the r:sponsibility we have in the state to an energy policy."
At the House Appropriations Committee, ~etzger asked
for $113,000 from the general fund to support the Natural Resources Conucil, and agency which he said exists
primarily to increa~ communication and cooperation
among state resource management agencies and to coordinate state programs with activities of the federal
government
Much of the activity of the Council is supported by federal money. The executive budget suggests spending a
total of $493,829. Of that, $380,686 would be in federal funds.
Representative Aloha Eagles, a Republican from Fargo
(District 46) congratulated Metzger because "your budget is the only one not cut by Governor Link." That,
Metzger said, is because "the governor told us wha.t to put
in there." The budget includes $296,970 for salaries and
wages. At least give professional staff will be added to
the Council's staff to conduct a rural water system's
study authorized and funded by rhe Old West Region·
al Commission, Metzger said. Of the salary total,
$84,053 is in state funds.
The Appropriations Committee, which also heard the
budgets of the State Parks and Outdoor Recreation Agency, The Soil Conservation Service and the North
Dakota Game and Fish Department, took no action on
Metzgcr's request.
The House Natural Resources Committee also listened
to testimony from representatives of the state land department in support of a bill to clarily and re-define the
state land board's authority to prosecute uespassors of
the surface an,j sub-surface (minerals) on schools lands.
No action on either bill was taken.
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The Oldtimers
Bicenten nia l
and Statehood
Annive-rsary
Series

by Larry Sprunk
Sprunk is director
of the No rth Dakota O roal History Project

"Oldtimers are
living reminders
of a day

when people
came

before things ."

I remember thinking as a boy that old people were all
so typical. They seemed generally critical, cranky and
arthritic. The past three years spent as director of the
North Dakota Oral History Project have c.hanged my
mind dramatically. I have become convinced that
there is no other age iroup in which the members are
as individual and unique as are our oldtimers. They
have spent many years within themselves creating
their own relationship to this world. Consequently,
it has become increasingly difficult foi' me to write of
them in general terms since this does them an injustice.
NOnetheless, I will try.
Our oldtimers are living reminders of a day when
people came before things. Almost without exception,
rdention is made of "people just getting together to
visit" when they are speaking of earlier social life. In
the 1,149 interviews which have been taped for the
Oral History Project, certain phrases continually appear. "We were just ~_ke one big family," or, the most
popular, "We were all in the same boat" In most cases,
these phrases are delivered with affection for a period
of time in their lives which for many contained hardships, scarcity and long hours of hard work, day in
and day out. They use them to describe their ability
to survive the homesteading struggles and the awesome
greyness of the "Dirty Thirties;" a decade which laid ..
waste to this state and many of its people. The. phrase,
"We were all in the same boat," captures for the oldtimers the feeling of a kindred effort, the satisfaction
of surmounting obstacles by pulling together. The
physical manifestations of this phrase were the barn
raisings, the building of schools and churches; farmers
helping each other thresh, butcher, form copperatives;
ranchers riding round-ups together, and so forth.
Old people remember that "'fie were happy them. We
didn't know any better." As I travel from interview
to interview or sit in some small town hotel room, I
oft.en wonder what it 'is we have learned since then
that has changed this quality in people. The oldtimers
often ask me whether or not I see very many happy
ll"ople nowadays. I reply that I don't. They agree, and
add, "Well, in those days we were happy. People were
more content." Content-when the only thing they
had in abundance was help down the road and the
knowledge they were an integral, necessary part of
the community.
A number of those interviewed recall having difficulty
visiting with the neighbors in the homesteading d;-ys
because of the language baITier·. Perhaps they spoke
only German and the neighbors were straight from
Norway. But dancing knew no language barriers and
there was always at least one fiddler in the community.
Add to that the fact barns were continually being
built and an empty haymow was perfect for a stomping
good square dance with an occasional polka, schottische
waltz thrown in for variety.
There is a certain ambivalent feeling,about those "good
old days." WhiJe some oldtimers would love to return
to them, others feel the opposite. One of my all-time
favorite interviewees, Wilber J. Chapin of Hankinson,
who was 100 years old when I interviewed him in

: , "'6'i
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September, 1974. expressed it this way:

11 0h, God,
yes, that's the good old days. But I hope to Christ
nobody ever has to go through 'em. They calJ 'em good
old days. but, hel~ man they're the hardest times you
ever heard of. Bet your boots." And while most older
folks treasure the memories of threshing days with
the good food, good-natured horse play and cameraderie
there are a few who do not share in this nostalgia,
either. One old timer in Crosby told me, "If I never
see another threshing machine again it'll be too soon.
I can't understand why people flock to them threshing
bees. I remember those threshing days too well as it
is. Work till you're ready to drop and then spend the
night itching from that damn chaff. Nosiree, they can
have their threshing machines. I been there."

Suffice it to say there aren't many of the old timers
who want to go back to outdoor privies, hauling water
from the slough or spring on a stoneboat, or waking rn
frost on their pillows. But they do miss those times
when people came first, when the profit margin wasn't
asimportant as being a good neighbor and families
went everywhere together.
While these old folks worked hard most of their lives
so iheir children and grandchildren could have it better
today, many of them feel the pendulum of prosperity
has swung too far. "People today have too much
money," they -contend. One very gentle lady in her
eighties told me, "Prosperity is a double edged sword.
It cuts both ways. When people get a little money,
they think that's all they need. It becomes more important than friends or even family." This particular
lady had lost a son to "too much greed and ambition."
He had been the land baron type, and worked
himself into a fatal heart attack at the ripe age of 48
years during that harvesting season.
The ever~increasing size of farms is almost universally
denounced by North Dakota's oldtimers. I would estimate 95 per cent of those interviewed see the contining growth in farm size as the greatest single threat
to the state's agricultural future. A retired farmer
in Ward County told me, "You're going to see the day
when there won't be one town between Minot and
Williston. You'll live to see it if things keep going the
way they are. I won't liye that long, thank God." Another fellow near Valley City said land hunger reminded him of a story his dad had told him. There was a
country, he said, ruled by a king who saw too much
greed for land in his realm. So he took one of the worst
offenders and told him he would give him all the land
he could encircle.. from sunrise to sunset. The oldtimer
chuckled and said, "Well, of course, the next day the
man ran himself to death and the king gave him a
patch four feet by eight feet."
Many oldt,imers are also critical of the methodology of
modern farming. A retired farmer near Cooperstown
asked me if I could remember flocks of seagulls
following the tractor when I plowed or worked summerfallow for my dad. I told him I could. "So can I," he
said. "They were so thick you could just about pick
next paJ{e, please
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'cm out of the air. But you never sec 'em anymore
and I'll tell you whv. They're pumping so much of
thi; anhydrous am~onia and hquid nitrogen into the
soil that ther've killed all the worms, bug~ and organ·
isms in the ground. And those are the things that keep
the soil loose and breathing. In a few }'Cars, these fool
farmers arc gomg to be trying to farm cement."

Mrs. Pauline Wiesz, Wishek

Mrs. Clara Harris, Bowman

~

Peter Nowstrup, Alexander

James DrN'er, Sr., New Town

Mrs. Juliana Baumstarck, Linton

Minnie Kleven, Northwood

Kate Olson, Mayville

Hans J. Madsen, Breckinridge, Minnesota
(formerly of Grant County)
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They are also critical of farms with no livestock, of
sidewalk farmer.;, of the fence ro\v to fence fow cul·
tivation which encourages the bulldozed dcstrucuon
ot shelterbclts. of the decrease in the amount of
green fertilizer-sweet dover and alfalfa -which 1s bemg
plowed under and of the increasing ownership of
land by non·farmers. The) contend it's not good for
land to be owned hy a banker, doctor oi specuhne1
and cash or share rented because the farmer rebttng
it will not take good care of the land which doesn't
belong to htm. For these and other reasons, thcr
feel a vague sense of foreboding about the future of
family farming in ~orth Dakota. While some admit
they opposed it before, the vast majorit}' of older
folks today favor the utilization of a graduated lan<l
tax tO control farm size and protect the land from
exploitation. They feel the only other hope for control
trol is the natural method: prolonged or short, severe
droughts. It's not unusual to hear them mention they
would be tickled to see what a hard drought would
do to "the big operators."
Many of our interiews contain reminiscences of life
in this state back into territorial days. Even more
recall either homesteading or being a child in a homesteading family. Our fertile lands which today contri·
butc food to people around the world arc remembered
as being lonely, foreboding and even hostile prairies to
many of those who came here to build their homes
and shape their futures. Another of my favoritie in·
tervicws is an elder of Russian extraction who came to
North Dakota as a young boy from the Ukraine. His
father homesteaded north of Dickinson and then began working out to earn some money. He left his
young wife with two small sons to guard their sod
shanty. The man tearfully described his mother trying
to chase wild cattle away from the soddie in the
middle of the night. The cattle were rubbing against
the structure to the point its occupants were afraid
the sides would cave in. As soon as his mother would
come back into the houe, the cattle would return.
I le remembered they spent the night crying and summed up those early memories by saying, "They talk
about the glory of the homesteading days in a pioneer
land. Well, I'll tell you there are blood stains on those
homesteads. It wasn't easy."
There was a malady in those days among the first
settlers known as cabin fever. While not common, it
occurred with more frequency than people today
might realize. It resulted from a woman being left
alone or wfth sinall children while the hsuband went
to earn money further cast or south shocking or
threshing grain. The silence, the loneliness, the
absence of other adults to talk with or other woman
to provide solace literally drove some pioneer wives
and mothers crazy. Hence the term, "Cabin fever."
I rem;mber a fellow north of Devils Lake describing
a neighbor lady who had succumbed to the condition.
She ran wildly through the waving grasses totally out
of touch with everything. Some women reacted fiff·
ercntly. They remember their first years on the open
prairies as almost a spiritual experience. But it is
generally agreed early lifr was toughest on the womenfolk. One old cowboy said, "This country in
the early days was a wonderful country for cattle,
horses and men. But it was hell on the women." It
ppears there was a perpetual shortage of eligible
ladies in those times for the retired schoolmoms remember always finding themsdves under the heavy
scrutiny of bachelor homesteaders and busmcssemn
whenever they arrived in a new community.
Some homesteaders came, proved up their clai1J1S.
sold out and left with money in their pockes-as they
had planned. Others came to stay, but the bitter
cold, the three-day blizzards, the parching droughts,
next page, please
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and the haunting loneliness drove them back or
drove them on. Yet there were oth~rs who came
from the eastern states, the southern states, Scandinavia, South Russia, Syria. From across all of central
and western Europe, they came. They pcrservcred.
Doubtless, many suffered. Still, they perservered.
And now they are sure "that those who stuck it
out came out ahead."

Hayes Stw,ert, Sherwood

There are common pegs of experience upon which
the oldtimers memories are hung. We start every
interview by inquiring how the subject happened to
come to North Dakota. Consequently, each family's
start in the state is the first peg, or story, in that interview. Other common experiences such as threshing
and barn dances have already been mentioned. Still
others include many Depression experiences, t,he 1918
flu epidemic and memories of Bill Langer. Larry
Remele wrote of Langer's connection to nearly
every North Dakota family (Onlooker 23) and he's
right. For instance, we have an abundance of stories
concerning Langer's ability to iron out people's
problems from the governor's office and later the
U.S. Senate. If he wasn't able to solve the dilemma,
which was seldom, he would provide some son of
compensation or Jatisfaction. All references to Langer are not complimentary, however, and there aren't
many shades of grey. There is a general feeling among
his old supporters, again as Remele indicated, that
while some of the things he did were not totally honest or legal, he was the common people's crook. It
isn't always expressed in those words, but that feeling is obvious. Among his critics, Langer is remembered variously as a swindler, a liar, an opportunist, an
equ1vocater, a thief, a shyster and a purveyor of false
hopes for debt-ridden, inept farmers. In quite a number of cases, critics provided stories to illustrate their
feelings, just as the Langer advocates did.
There are many things which could be dicusscd here.
However, there is one other area in which we have
found virtually no disagreement. 1 would like
to mention it in conclusion. Of the 1,149 people recorded, there have been possibl}' six or tigHt who were
either neutral or cool toward North Dakota. The
approval of the rest ranges from mild to a much more
common vigorous affection for a state which has not
always been easy with them. One enthusiastic lady
told me that if there are any bad areas in North Dakota, she wouldn' t trade the worst five acres for the
whole state of California. Another oldtimer who
claimed he wouldn't miss a North Dakota winter for
anything, criticized one of the havens of the snowbirds, those older midwesterners who go south to
escape the cold. "You know," he said, "I can't un·
derstand what folks see in Arizbna. I went there one
winter and as near as I can figure, the only thing that
state is good for is getting acclimated to hell"

Pictures of oldtimers were taken by Larry Sprunk and
Bob Carlson for the North Dakota Oral History Project. They bave been made part of the permanent
coUection of tbe State Historical Society of North
Dakota.
Portions of twenty seven of the interviews conducted
for tbe Oral History Project were printed in the Spring,

Contest ends January 31, 1977

Carmel rolls
We've always enjoyed The Onlooker for its reporting,
especially the lengths you will go to find the truth in
each of your articles. We especially enjoyed your indepth report of the voting tally in Minot in which you
sought very hard, again, to seek truth and justice.
Now it's come to our attention it's time to seek justice again, this time in The Onlooker's roll contest. In
your issues of December 19 and December 26, we
noticed everyone entered in the North Dakota carmel
roll contest. That's fine. We, on the other hand, would
like to enter the car-a-me) rolls from the Downtowner
Restaurant in Bismarck in the official Best Caramel
Roll in North Dakota contest.
We trust all previous entries will remain in the
categories in which they were entered.
Dennis Hill
Bismarck
Dennis-Thank you for yolU' interest in The Onlooker.
We appreciate your comments.
Unfortunately, we cannot accept your nomination in
a car-a-mel roll contest because we arc not runningsuch
such a contest We are conducting the North Dakota
Carmel Roll Competition. We are aware that we've
misspeHed the word describing these delicacies. In our
experience, however, North Oakotans don't bother tn
pronounce the second A, so- striking a blow for brevi
and honesty in language- we've decided to eliminate
it.
We're happy to accept your en tty in the Carmel Roll
Competition, however. You can be sure the Downtowner', rol~ will be sampled, and savored, with the

,l'!Jft:Q...

other entries.

Sweet dreams and visions of carmcl rolls dancing in
our heads prompted us to re-sample the Leeds, North
Dakota Tastee Freeze carmel rolls on a recent journey
to the east. Finding them to be as soft and lucious as
when first encountered, we wish to enter them in
your competition.
May the judges gorge themselves with great gusto on
their gastronomical adventure-and may the perfect
pastry prevail!
Note well: The above named Tastee Freeze does not
have carmel rolls on Sunday, so be advised.
Ann and Steve Lian
Minot

7'here ii not much one man can
do, but he can teU a 1tory the

way he see, it.

1976 issue of North Dakota History,wbich is published by tbe State Histimcal Society of North Dakota.
Funds for the Oral History Project were pr01Jided by
pri,,ate donors and from the state's general fund tbrougb
11n appropriation by tbe 1975 Legislature.

The ONLOOKER is publi,hed weekly 'Ch
by Mike and Suezette Bieri Jacobs It

Or. Herman Bertheau, Linton
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Tbe funds nm out in June of this year and tbe Project
wiU be discontinued unless additional money is appropriated by tbis session of tbe Legislature.

308 6th Ave. N.\. -I., Mandan, N.O., 58554.
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